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Skin diver employed at time of Marmot
Dam fish screen study. Here he prepares to
descend to examine orifices of fish screen.
Photo by Milt Guymon.
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HUNTER SAFETY
TRAINING PROGRAM

Instructors Approved
Month of February 86

Total to Date 1,408

Students Trained
Month of February 600
Total to Date _7,051

Firearms Accidents Reported 1961
Fatal _ 1

Nonfatal 4
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MARCH MEETING OF THE
GAME COMMISSION

Business considered by the Oregon
State Game Commission at its meeting
on March 21 included:

BIDS: Awarded contracts to low bid-
ders for following projects: Bull Prairie
Reservoir, Arago Boat Ramp, and Des-
chutes Access road (Sherars B r i d g e
area).

OPTIONS: Exercised options for pur-
chase of 1,330 acres for Wenaha Man-
agement Area and a tract of 15 acres on
west bank of Deschutes River.

ACCESS: Heard delegation from To-
ledo recommend development of boat
ramp on upper Yaquina Bay. No action
was taken pending further investigations
by staff.

LINT SLOUGH: Immediate develop-
ment of a salt water rearing pond at Lint
Slough was authorized.

BLUE LAKE: Increased budget for
chemical treatment of Blue Lake to $5,-
805. (Lake is to be stocked with warm-
water species following treatment).

YEARLING FISH: Approved sched-
ule calling for production in 1961 of
3,470,000 yearling fish of the following
species: cutthroat, rainbow, steelhead,
salmon, and lake trout. In 1960 there
were 2,806,408 yearling fish released. Fry
and fingerling schedules were not con-
sidered at this time.

NEXT MEETING: Date for the next
meeting was set for Wednesday, April 12.

BIG GAME HEARINGS
SCHEDULED

The annual hearing on big game
regulations is scheduled for Thursday,
May 18. At this first session, the Com-
mission will announce the tentative regu-
lations and will take final action on them
when the hearing is reconvened on
June 1.

Consideration will be given to sea-
sons, bag limits and methods of taking
for big game only, deer, elk and antelope.

Small game regulations will be estab-
lished later in the summer.

SUMMER TROUT SEASONS
OPEN SOON

Trout fishing will soon occupy the
major attention of the state's anglers.
On April 22 the general season opens in
all zones except streams in Zones 1, 3
and 4 and national forest lakes in the
Cascades.

May 27 is the general opening date
for Zone 1 streams (coast), Umpqua
River (Zone 3), Rogue River (Zone 4)
and lakes, reservoirs and their tributaries
within national forest boundaries in the
Cascade Mountains.

Many exceptions prevail in all zones
and the 1961 synopsis of angling regula-
tions should be consulted for more de-
tailed information.

General bag limit is 10 fish per day,
not more than 5 of which may be 12
inches or over; 20 fish in possession or
in 7 consecutive days, not more than 10
of which may be 12 inches or over.

Fence crossings through farm lands for anglers were installed on Big Creek recently by members of the
Tongue Point Rod & Gun Club, Tongue Point, Astoria, Oregon. The crossings, constructed in "Z" shape,
allow anglers to pass through, yet keep cattle confined. Thee such crossings are now in use, one just
below the bridge on Highway 30, one above the bridge and one below the old Highway 30 bridge.
Members of the Tongue Point Rod and Gun Club furnished the labor and materials. Bill Gann, Astoria,

steelhead angler, is shown using the new fence crossing.



Ralph A. Grenfell, Fishery Agent, Northwest Region

DIVE WITH ME through the clear
waters down to a strange and wonderful
world. It's a world full of new sensations
and quick impressions the cradling
buoyancy of the water; the freedom of
flight as you drift suspended between
surface and bottom; the exhilaration as
you breathe and see and move as easily
as if in your own element.

It is a place of new and beautiful
sightsthe sunlight slicing through the
blue-greenness to shatter on the bottom
and outline each stone in its own dark
shadow; the plants, dressed in silvery
bubbles, reluctant to release the oxygen
of their own making; ghost-grey fish
shapes, streamlined as raindrops, curious
but cautious, drifting silently on the edge
of our vision; the surface above, shiny
as a finely polished mirror.

This is a world of no sound but your
ownthe hiss of air as you take life from
the tank on your back; the chuckle of
bubbles from the exhaust valve; the soft
chink of tank against stone.

Slip into the soft black suit, your skin
of protection; shoulder the air tank, your
container of life; put on the land-awk-
ward fins, those lenders of power; adjust
your face mask, giver of vision. This is
the armor of the diver, needed by man,
to live and work in the secret underwater
world. Dress so and come along for we
spy in the wet world, home of the fish
and frog, dwelling place of the May fly
nymph and the. pugnacious crayfish. We
would learn of their birthing and dying,
of their lives and loves.

This is it. A small gravel quarry filled
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with clear green water. In its silent
depths once dwelt a society of lusty
green-black bass, delight of the angler
who chanced his luck here. Of late these
fine fish have been hard to find, now we
search them out. Go down into the green
waters, around the pond border and
through the weed patches. Small fish
peer into your mask in wide-eyed wonder
larger fish dart from favored hide-a-
ways only to return if you are stillno
cover for the little fellowsnot many
fishwhat's thisan old bicycle sunk
herenineteen bass living in its welcome
shelterno food animals on the plants
these fish are having a tough timeout
of the water now this is where we
started.

We counted them all, two fair-sized
bass, sixty small ones and only a few
of the little fellows. We have learned the
reason for their scarcityno food but
their own young and no cover at all. We
shall put in some bluegill, the young
furnish forage for the bass, and throw
in several loose rolls of old fence wire
for cover.

A few minutes here and we've an-
swered questions which could nag for-
ever in our feeble searchings from above.
Next year and the next we shall return
to see if our efforts help the bass grow
and increase once more to delight the
angler.

The dogwood blooms creamy-white in
the soft warm green of May as spring
chinook, king of the salmon, return from
the sea. Up the Columbia, into the Wil-
lamette, wait at the falls, surge upriver

the length of the valley, turn to the Mc-
Kenzie, almost home, then disaster!
Lured by the strong flow, into the Wal-
terville canal to dead-end against the im-
passable powerhouse. Fight the blast
from the turbine till death. There is no
turning back and instinct allows no rest.

The turbines are stopped. The salmon
are lost, disoriented, with no currents at
which to launch their glistening bodies.
Some form a large circle and move
slowly, restlessly, in a counter-clockwise
direction.

We descend in the soft sunlit water,
swim down and into the draft tubes,
carriers of the outfall from the turbines.
We go to chase the salmon out of the
tubes while men above stretch a large-
mesh seine across the downstream face
of the power plant. On back into the
thick, tangible dark of the tubeno fish

(Continued on Page 4)

The author dons his armor in preparation for
some stream exploration work.



Come Dive With Me
(Continued from Page 3)

past the distance to which light pene-
tratesmove out slowlyfish are all
ahead of us. The men above see us as
we emerge and the net is dropped.
Silently, swiftly the lead line sinks to
the bottom. Salmon are denied refuge in
the draft tubes by the curtain of mesh.
Check the lead line, see if it is tight
against bottom over and around the
rock and rubble.

As the topside crew lays out more
seine, we go downstream to haze the
chinook back toward the net. Far enough
now turn back upstream slowly
easily fish are hard to drivedeep hole
under the spillway from the canal above
salmon, trout, dace, suckers, squawfish
and the smooth, grey sea lamprey live in
this watery melting potmove out sal-
monpast the end of the net and into
the pocket. Oars splash and dent the
surface as the rest of the net is boated
across behind us. We, and the salmon,
are caught inside a horseshoe of netting
both ends of which are now on the west
bank. Once more check the lead line,
make sure the precious chinook can't file
through beside a rock and escape.

Surface for lunch and a rest. Under-
water work is hard. Exertion of swim-
ming and the body's fight against the
tremendous weight of water sap the
strength. We welcome the chance to lie
flat on a sun-drenched rock.

Back now inside the net. Men at both
ends pull the seine slowly across the
canal. We move along the lead line keep-
ing it securely on the bottom and un-
hooking its flimsy mesh from rocks and
snags. The pocket tightens around us and
the salmon churn restlessly. Slim and
powerful they come straight as a bullet.
You cringe from the expected blow, but
they swerve and pass a paper thickness
from your body. A small female has her
head caught in the meshuntangle her
drift up alongsidereach outtouch her
frantic twisting of strong bodytail
strikes mask full of water blow it
clear and free herthereshe speeds
to join the others.

The circle of net grows smaller and
we must get out. Down and under the
lead line, settle it firmly on the bottom.
Then up, back to our sunny rock, bone-
tired but satisfied, pleased at having
helped save these noble fish.

Two hundred spring chinook are dip-
netted into tank trucks and hauled away
to accomplish their destined fall ful-
fillment.

It's August. and the heat ricochets
between the rock walls of the Siletz River
canyon. This is the only short coastal

(Continued on Page 5)

Professional skin divers were used to locate springs at bottom of Ana Reservoir when survey of reservoir
was made preliminary to chemical treatment.

Close-up of skin divers at Ana Reservoir.
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Two student divers try out their gear.

Come Dive With Me
(Continued from Page 4)

stream in Oregon to possess a run of
the silver and blue summer steelhead.
These magnificent fish return from their
sea journey in the early summer to move
upstream toward the ancestral spawning
grounds. They do not go at once to the
shallow bars, but pause and dally the
summer in the deep resting holes. Great
value is placed on these steelhead for
they are few and their range is limited.
We aid nature in rebuilding this run by
trapping adults in the ladder, at Siletz
falls, and holding them in a quiet dark
pool until their winter spawning. Spent
adults are returned to the river. Their
seed is carefully tended in the hatchery
away from the fierce hazards of natural
incubation. When the urge to move sea-
ward strikes the small fish, they are
marked, by clipping of a fin, trucked to
the creek where they would have been
born and released to their long travel.

But now August. The steelhead are
in the resting holes. The first return of
marked fish is here and we are anxious
to see what our efforts have contributed.
We go to drift, as waterborne logs, many
miles of the river. Wear the suit, we need
its buoyancy, for even in August the body
chills at long exposure. Wear the fins,
the mask, and a snorkel, J-shaped tube
through which we breathe while floating
face down in the water. No air tanks are
needed for the water is clear and not
deep.

Into the water in early morning we
go belly-bumping through the riffle and
splash into the resting hole. One man
swims down each bank. As we crowd the

r- steelhead toward the lower reach of the
pool they mill a moment, unwilling to
leave their chosen summer home, then
turn and dart between us into the deep
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Game department personnel gather along river
bank for a lesson in skin diving

upper pool. As they pass, red-streaked
torpedoes full of silent power, we count
them. We meet and agree on our tally,
then part and move to the head of the
pool. Once more the fish fly between us
and we count the marked ones. The
missing fin's white scar is clearly seen.
We speak again and decide the total of
marked fish, then flash swiftly through
rapids to the next hole, there to repeat
our maneuverings.

It is not lonesome in our drifting for
the young steelhead, who will return as
adults two years hence, are many. They
feed avidly on the insects we've dis-
lodged in our passage through the shal-
lows. Under the stones, belligerent cray-
fish raise defiant pincers as we pass
swiftly by.

Sunset arrives and we come from the
river to total the day's counts. Tomorrow
and the next day we shall drift toward
the sea and complete our steelhead in-
ventory.

Two more mornings we return to the
arms of the river and continue our
drifting. We've floated down the North
Fork; passed the junction of the South
Fork, where the black sludge from the
millpond murks the river; bounced down
the watery steps of the fish ladder and
are far downriver.

This is the last hole we shall search.
Only one occupant in this quarter-mile-
long pool, a huge, black, spring chinook.
He slips away, annoyed by our intrusion
soon to return to his favorite rest. We
look again and he is backlying on his
side, head pillowed on a large rock. In
patient dignity he allows the attendant
crayfish to chew his fins.

Our count is finished. We have seen
four hundred adult steelhead. One-third
of them are marked, a substantial contri-

Floating downstream, a wonderful sensation.

bution to the run. Three days in the
diver's dress and we have gleaned price-
less information. Information that could
be had in only one other waythe ex-
penditure of thousands of dollars on a
fixed counting facility at the falls.

Winter has come. Skies are grey and
clouds scud low. We are in Woahink
Lake, the only Oregon coast lake where
kokanee are established. This is a fit
home for these miniature salmon. Deep
and rich in the plankton food of these
fish, its sandy bottom lacks one necessity
gravel for spawning. To furnish this
necessity, yards of gravel were hauled
out and spread in likely spots in the lake.
We are here to see if the kokanee have
found and used these spawning bars.

Overhead the rain pocks the surface
with a thousand silver dimples. We glide
through the cold green gloom to one of
the gravelled areas. Closer we come, and
ahead we see a mass of motion. A school
of several hundred kokanee hovering in
a cloud above the bar. At our approach
the school fades from sight. We look
for redds and find dozens of the cup-
shaped depressionsmade by thrashing
tail and straining body in which the
kokanee assure the future of their kind.
Have they spawned look under the
stones in this reddyesthere are the
flame-bright eggs lodged safely in the
rocky crevices. They've used our gravel
bars. Next year we shall build more!

Once again our diver's armor has paid
us well. We have looked, seen, and
gathered knowledge attainable in no
other way.

Heavy rains have muddied the cold
waters. Our diving is done for awhile.
We'll hang up the gear, remember what
we have done and dream of our diving.

(Continued on Page 7)
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At meeting place in the Nevada desert, shipment of turkeys from Arizona is transferred to Robert Mace
of the Oregon game department. Previous releases of turkeys in Oregon some years ago were not suc-

cessful because the birds, raised in captivity at game farms, soon became semi-domesticated.

New Home for Turkeys
Ever hunt for wild turkey gobblers?

Perhaps in a few years you may have
the chance if Oregon proves to be a satis-
factory home for this species. During
February and March, 58 wild Merriam's
turkeys were turned loose here after
negotiations with several southwestern
states for a year or so to obtain some
birds as trial plants. Colorado, Arizona

and New Mexico were successful in their
trapping operations and able to supply
the birds.

Colorado's 20 birds came by plane and
were released within 24 hours of capture.
Arizona, because of inconvenient plane
schedules, hauled its 32 birds by truck
to Tonopah, Nevada, where the birds
were transferred to an Oregon truck and

Close-up of a Merriam's turkey held by John McKean. The bird looks much
like a domestic turkey but is more streamlined with a longer neck and a
smaller greenish blue head. Tail feathers are almost black, tipped with
light tan. Mature gobblers weigh around 16 pounds and the hens average

10 pounds.

taken on north. By the time of their re-
lease the birds had been in captivity for
almost 48 hours, considered by biologists
to be the limit because of their nervous
temperament. One bird was lost but all
remaining birds were released in good
condition. Thirteen birds were turned
loose in the Metolius River country and
38 in the White River area. It is hoped
this eastern Oregon environment will
prove suitable for this species.

Early in March New Mexico shipped
7 birds which were released in the vicin-
ity of Troy in the Wenaha area. This
simple statement does not reveal the
travel difficulties encountered by these
birds in what should have been a simple
routine shipment. Step by step (more or
less) this is what happened:

March 4. Long distance call from New
Mexico reporting birds enroute by plane
and due in Pendleton noon next day.
Upland game chief Mace hurries to be on
hand to meet birds. Later Portland ad-
vised plane cannot make it farther than
Boise because of weather so Ontario
game agent alerted to pick up birds
there. Still later Portland advised plane
grounded at Salt Lake by weather and
birds would have to take another plane
next morning for Walla Walla. So Mace
heads from Pendleton for Walla Walla.

March 5. Utah game man, who has
taken care of birds overnight, takes them
to Salt Lake airport to catch morning
flight out. Crate proves too large to go
on plane, which departs without the
birds. Individual crates are procured and
birds leave on evening flight. (Mace ad-

(Continued on Page 7)

Harlan Scott with one of the turkeys flown from Colorado, which were
released on the White River game management area. These birds, being
trapped in the wild, are expected to retain their wild instinct and adjust to
their new surroundings. To discourage taming of the birds, persons seeing

any birds are asked not to feed them.



FISHER RELEASED
Oregon received a second transplant

of fisher in March when 13 more animals
were flown from British Columbia. They
were released in the Minam area in Wal-
lawo Count y. A previous release of
eleven fisher was made in January in
the Mountain Lakes Wild area in Klam-
ath County. These were transported by
Oregon Game Commission truck.

Through the cooperation of the Brit-
ish Columbia Fish and Game Branch,
arrangements were made to buy the live
fisher from professional trappers. The
animals were held at Kamloops until a
sufficient number for a shipment had
been accumulated.

The fisher transplant is a cooperative
project with the United States Forest
Service. Re-establishing a valuable fur-
bearer in a portion of its original range
is the main purpose, but forestry officials
are also interested in the introductions
because of the fisher's fondness for por-
cupine. It is hoped that the fisher will
help control this forest pest because of
the damage it does to trees.

Turkey's New Home
(Continued from Page 6)

vised birds due in Walla Walla next day.)
March 6. Plane reaches Boise, acquires

additional passengers and to decrease
weight load, leaves birds at Boise. Mace
meets plane at Walla Walla and no
birds 'I'm Long distance wires become
hot while arrangements made for shuttle
system to get birds on road without
further delay. Ontario game agent goes
to Boise to pick up birds and bring them
back as far as Huntington.

March 7. Another shift picks up the
birds at Huntington after midnight and
drives in to La Grande to meet Mace. He
starts out for Troy, driving through deep
snow. Truck slides into ditch. Mace hikes
a mile to ranch for help, is pulled out
and proceeds precariously to his destina-
tion, which he finally reaches at 9:30 a.m.
Birds released and fly off with vim and
vigor despite long confinement.

1960 WATERFOWL SEASON AT
PUBLIC SHOOTING GROUNDS

Hunting success on the public shoot-
ing grounds was slightly lower in 1960
than in 1959. At Sauvies Island the
hunter success was a little higher but
was lower at Summer Lake and Warner
Valley.

During the 89-day season at Summer
Lake, it took 5,178 hunter days to harvest
9,350 birds. These included 5,169 geese
and 4,041 ducks:

The 45-day season at Sauvies Island
yielded 14,996 ducks and 405 geese dur-
ing 9,641 hunter days. The Warner Val-

MORE BIGHORN SHEEP
FOR THE STEENS

Seven more bighorn sheep (3 rams,
4 ewes) were released last month in the
Steens Mountain area, which makes the
total population there eleven. Last fall
one large ram, two ewes and one lamb
were turned loose along Alvord Creek
on the east side of the Steens. The second
plant was made on nearby Pike Creek.

The sheep were trapped from the
Hart Mountain sheep pasture, where the
original herd of 20 animals brought from
British Columbia was released in 1955.
By 1957 this herd had increased enough
to release 18 sheep from the pasture into
the Hart Mountain area. This herd also
has more than doubled.

Sheep remaining in the enclosed pas-
ture will be used as a source for future
transplants.

Trapping the animals is not an easy
project as the personnel of the Southeast
Region have found out. The first attempt
failed; the second produced the first four
taken to the Steens; and the third, as a
result of a well-planned drive, succeeded
in trapping eight although one escaped
later through the fence.

Come Dive With Me
(Continued from Page 5)

We have learned much, accomplished
much in this our first summer under-
water. We've been to secret places, seen
hidden wonders, done things that were
impossible until we invaded the home
of the water creatures.

From Pacific to the Snake, from Co-
lumbia to Klamath, there are myriad
places and a lifetime of uses for our
divers' skill.

We'll visit our gravel-pit bass to see
how they fare

drift the Siletz and count the sleek
steelhead

journey the Santiam to count spring
chinook

dive Siltcoos Lake to learn the se-
crets of lunker bass

swim the salt bays and see how the
silvers feed

go down in Big Lake where the
mackinaw live

slip into Diamond to study the Kam-
loops

into the high Wallowas to see the
Golden trout grow.

Come along, for you are invited, any
lake, any stream, any time you choose.
We'll go down to see, to study and learn.

ley 44-day season (524 hunter days) pro-
duced 189 ducks and 508 geese.

The success ratio per hunter days
was 1.81 at Summer Lake, 1.60 at Sauvies
Island and 1.33 at Warner Valley, or an
average of 1.66 for the three areas.

The Fishery Division is looking for a
suitable site in the Willamette Valley for
construction of rearing ponds for warm-
water fish. This method will provide a
more flexible means of maintaining
stocks of warm-water fish for planting
purposes . * * *

Chemical treatment of Little Hyatt
Reservoir (Jackson County) for removal
of scrap fish was accomplished in Janu-
ary by introducing liquid rotenone under
the ice with a Venturi system attached
to an outboard motor. The surge from
the motors caused a circular current
which effectively distributed the chem-
ical. Preliminary tests indicated a good
kill of fish.

* * *

Stocked rainbows in McKay Reservoir
show a good growth rate for the winter
months. Fish collected during recent
population inventories ranged from 5.8
to 10 inches and averaged 8.3 inches.

* * *

Fish screen crew has about 201
screens ready for installation this spring
in the tributaries of Pine Creek, Imnaha,
Wallowa and lower Grande Ronde River
drainages. Surveys are planned this com-
ing summer to determine fish screen
needs for three other rivers in that
district.

* * *

Excellent cooperation has been re-
ceived from the U. S. Forest Service and
Crown Zellerbach Corporation in remov-
ing debris in Earhart and Elbow Lakes
on the central Oregon coast.

* * *

Game Commission movie showings
during February totalled 134. Commis-
sion personnel reported attendance also
at 41 public meetings.

* * *

Game farm schedules for 1961 call
for production of 15,000 pheasants, 1,290
grey partridge and 100 bamboo partridge
at the Corvallis farm; and 5,400 pheas-
ants and 11,000 chukars at the Hermiston
farm.
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Native to Canada & Northeastern U.S.. First introduced
in Odell, Summit & Crescent lakes from Lewis &
Clark Exposition trout in /905. In /95/, Commission
started new lake -trout program. Crane Prairie, Wickiup
and Big Cultus, Square, and Wallowa Lakes have
been stocked.

14

Slender, greenish-gray body with
light spots. Long head, deeply
forked tail. Large fish, up to
-48" long & 80/bs. in weight.
Average /5 7'020 /bs. Prefer
deep cold wafer.

Eggs are heavily
upon by whitefish and <

the lake trout themselves. ---

41044-441144 414Mori

/500 to 2,500 eggs are laid in Fall.
Eggs fall into rocky crevices of
grave/ bars & shoals; lake trout build
no "readnor nes+. Hatching takes
two to -four months.

Young lake trout feed on bottom organisms &
plankton. As they mature diet changes --/o
larger aquatic insects and other small
-Fishes.
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